Part Number: CA-RT-10-ARM
Description: Armrest
Fitment: 2010 Can-Am Spyder RT
Revision: 3
Tools Required
7mm Socket wrench
8mm Socket wrench
3/32 Allen wrench

T-30 Torx wrench
T-20 Torx wrench

Parts List
4 #SP00201 8/32” x 1/2” Chrome Allen bolts
For Cup Holder (Coming Soon)
3 #SP00574 m6 x 1 Steel button head Allen bolts
3 #SP00214 1/2” Steel flat washer
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NOTE: We recommend the use of Loctite® or similar
thread lock product when assembling parts on your
motorcycle.
1. Start by removing the trunkrest. Open the trunkbox
and remove the two bolts on the top, using a T-20 torx
wrench. Then remove the three bolts on the inside of the
trunk, using a T-30 torx wrench (Figure 1). Close the
trunk lid and pull the trunkrest out.
2. Remove the four Allen bolts inside the trunk (two on
each side), using a T-30 torx wrench (Figure 2).
3. Remove the four bolts on the outer part of the trunk,
using a T-30 torx wrench (Figure 3).
4. Remove the antenna seal by twisting and pulling it up
(Figure 4).
5. Pull out the armrest (Figure 5), then push it up and out
(Figure 6).
6. Put a cloth down to protect the paint from scratches,
then place the armrest on top of it (Figure 7).
7. Disconnect the speaker (Figure 8).
8. Remove the ground strap, using a 8mm socket
wrench (Figure 9).
9. Remove the antenna wire, using a 7mm socket
wrench (Figure 10).
NOTE: Do not lose the nut and washers.

10. Remove the armrest.
11. Remove the three bolts on the side cover, using a
T-20 torx wrench (Figure 11).
12. Turn the armrest over and remove the two bolts,
using a T-20 Torx wrench (Figure 12).
13. Loosen up the side cover, then take a 10mm socket
wrench and remove the hex head bolt by the antenna
(Figure 13).
14. Remove the speaker and armrest (Figure 14).
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15. Remove the bolt on the speaker cover, using a
T-20 torx wrench (Figure 15), then push out the speaker
cover (Figure 16).
16. Remove the four bolts on the speaker, using a
T-20 torx wrench (Figure 17), then remove the speaker.
17. Turn the armrest upside down and remove the two
bolts, using a T-20 torx wrench (Figure 18), then slide the
armrest out.
18. Put the Corbin armrest in place and secure it with the
supplied 8/32 x 1/2” Allen bolts, using a 3/32 Allen wrench
(Figure 19).
19. Reinstall the speaker, using the stock bolts,
making sure the wires are on the bottom inside corner
(Figure 20).
20. Reinstall the speaker cover, using the stock bolts
(Figure 21).
21. Reinstall the armrest cover, using the stock bolts
(Figure 22).
21. Put the antenna back in place and secure with the
stock hex head bolt (Figure 23).
22. Slide the side cover through the antenna (Figure 24),
than snap the cover back in place and secure using the
stock bolts (Figure 25).
23. Connect the speaker and reattach the antenna and
ground strap (Figure 26).
24. Reinstall the armrest, making sure not to pinch the
wires (Figure 27).
25. Put the antenna seal back on.
26. Repeat on the other side.

27. Put the stock bolts on the outer trunk back into place.
28. Secure the armrests with the stock bolts on the
inside of the trunk.
29. Reinstall the trunkrest, using the stock bolts.

Questions? Give us a holler...

800-223-4332
tech @ corbin.com
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